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Story

About releasing anger and giving comfort

The little hedgehog is terribly angry! The sparrow has just sat down in hedgehog's little house and that

belongs to the hedgehog alone! He rages and cries from all the anger. Fortunately, the other animals know

what to do: Bear brings a pillow for him to punch, Deer stomps the anger into the ground and Mouse shows

how to catch his breath again. So even the biggest anger is quickly gone.

• Loving illustrations with practical tips, which immediately help with feelings of anger

• Developed with psychological advice: Using rituals and rhymes to comfort and calm

• Bestselling and innovative ’Ritual‘ concept: Over 55,000 copies sold of the series and over 200,000

copies gifted to German families by the Ministry of Education

 

Katja Reider

Katja Reider was born in 1960. She studied German literature and media science in Göttingen. She created

her first picture book during a particularly rainy vacation. By now she has published several books for

children and young adults that have been translated into many languages. She lives in Northern Germany

with her family.
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More titles in this series

Little Donkey No-Never-Ever -

Being Sick

Mr. Max and the Clever Mouse Can You Fit In The Animals?

Please, Thank You, I'm Sorry!
Lolo Goes to Bed Lolo in Kindergarten

Good Night, Dear Tractor! Good Night, Dear Forest

Animals!

Good Night, Dear Zoo Animals!
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